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**Industry Contributions**

During my employment at Airbus from 2002 to 2009 issuing of various technical articles on aircraft structure analysis, for example

- Static strength analysis of pins in metallic shear lugs,
- Analysis method of composite frame structures,
- Concept for a static strength analysis procedure for multi-girder rear fuselage frames,
- On the lateral stability of long, laterally unsupported fuselage frame sections,
- Nonlinear FE studies of the effective width of aircraft skins under frame bending,
- An analytical formula for the effective width of pillowing and flattening curved aircraft panels,

and further technical memoranda for structure specific design, policies for aircraft certification, structure component test specifications and structure analysis tool specifications for external programming. These documents are stored at the Airbus document center and underlie the confidentiality restrictions of Airbus.

Since 2003 I am member and since 2006 chairman of the Industry Committee for Structural Analysis (IASB) – the issuing authority of the Handbook Structure Analysis (HSB). The HSB documents agreed structure analysis methods and procedures for aeronautical design and contains chapters on definitions, materials, joints, static analyses, stability, static strength, fatigue and damage tolerance, and vibrations.
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